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For over 100 years there has been a known correspondence between plane pictures of spherical 
polyhedra and static stresses in bar and joint frameworks with planar graphs. We define a new 
map from any plane picture of a general scene to a corresponding plate and bar framework in 
the plane. This map, and its return map, give a simple isomorphism between the space of scenes 
over the picture and the space of instantaneous motions of the framework. When two simple 
equivalence relations on the pictures and on the frameworks are introduced. the maps define an 
isomorphism of the equivalence clases which permits the full translation of questions, techniques 
and theorems between the two fields of study. A direct geometric interpretation of this correspon- 
dence is described and an estension to systems with occlusion and tensegrity (systems of inequali- 
ties) is presented. The analogous patterns in higher dimensions are described, yielding a corres- 
pondence between motions of bar and body frameworks in 3-space and 6-dimensional scenes over 
S-dimensional pictures. 
1. Introduction 
In the last century, James Clerk Maxwell found a geometric correspondence 
between plane pictures which are projections of the edges of spherical polyhedra 
(with plane faces) and bar and joint frameworks with planar graphs which contain 
a static stress [9,2,18]. This result provides a partial correspondence between the 
field of scene analysis (which pictures of points and lines in the plane have spatial 
realizations with the appropriate incidences and plane faces?) and the field of static, 
or equivalently infinitesimal, rigidity of frameworks. Recently this particular corres- 
pondence has been partially rediscovered in scene analysis by Huffman, in the form 
of geometric dual figures [7], and by Sugihara, in the form of a combinatorial cor- 
respondence [ 131. 
At a more general level, Sugihara has promoted a unified approach to the two 
fields based on the similarity of the sparse systems of linear equations for the two 
fields and the similar matroid structures which these lead to [12]. 
In this paper, we will describe a very different, and complete, correspondence 
between realizations of an arbitrary plane picture of a scene of planes and points 
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(spherical or otherwise) and instantaneous motions of a corresponding general plane 
framework composed of rigid plates tied together by bars and universal joints. The 
basic definitions and matrices for these two types of structure are presented in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3. In order to form the connecting isomorphism it is necessary to intro- 
duce two new, but natural, equivalence relations, that of face-equivalent pictures 
and line-equivalent plate and bar frameworks. With this background the basic maps 
of structures are presented at the level of elementary matrix manipulation in Section 
4, and then brought together as isomorphisms of the equivalence classes which 
transform essential properties such as being flat, foldable or sharp for pictures into 
properties of being infinitesimally rigid, shaky, or completely shaky for frame- 
works. 
The origin and motivation for the correspondence lie in a general projective 
theory of the behaviour of frameworks [3,19,20]. The basic pieces of this connection 
appeared in a new kinematic proof of Maxwell’s theorem and its extensions [18]. 
This alternative kinematic interpretation of the transformation between the fields 
is summarized in section 5. 
Our basic correspondence can be broadened in several interesting directions. One 
extension in scene analysis adds conditions of occlusion (one feature above another) 
which adds linear inequalities to the basic linear equations. This extension corres- 
ponds to the addition of tensegrity members (cables and struts) to the framework 
which impose linear inequalities on the instantaneous motions (Section 6). 
A second extension goes beyond pictures of plane faces and common points to 
the analysis of scenes formed from straight lines and their points of contact. Our 
geometric correspondence of Section 5 extends to give the theorem that a line 
diagram in the plane has a non-trivial realization in space iff a corresponding bar 
and joint framework in the plane has a non-trivial instantaneous motion [21]. 
Finally, if we investigate the problems of scene analysis in higher dimensions (say 
K-dimensional pictures of (K+ 1)-dimensional scenes), we find that motions of a bar 
and body framework in 3-space correspond to realizations of a j-dimensional 
picture in 6-space. We summarize these higher dimensional analogues in Section 7. 
Our detailed correspondence, and the underlying transformations between struc- 
tures in the two fields, open the doors to a thorough interpenetration of questions, 
methods and results from both sides. For example, recent work on the special posi- 
tions of frameworks and the algebraic expression of these conditions [15] can be 
extended to describe both the motions of frameworks and the realization of scenes 
[16]. However, while the objects of study are in correspondence, it is important to 
recognize that the critical questions in the two fields reflect different preoccupa- 
tions. Thus a ‘successful’ framework is infinitesimally rigid (corresponding to a flat 
or false picture) while a ‘successful’ drawing has spatial realizations with all faces 
different (corresponding to a plate and bar framework with all pairs of plates in 
relative motion). Because there are both similarities and differences, the equivalence 
of stucture presents an opportunity for real growth in both fields of study. 
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The following paragraphs describe the standard linear equations for polyhedral 
scenes and line drawings [5,11,12]. However, for the purposes of 
dence we will introduce some additional terms and refinements. 
our correspon- 
2.1. Informal description 
Informally, a polyhedral scene is a three dimensional configuration of planes and 
points, such as the faces or vertices of a cube, or a general jumble of planes and 
points (Fig.1). From this scene we can abstract an underlying incidence structure 
S = (V, F, R) where V (the vertices) corresponds to the set of designated points of the 
scene, F (the faces) corresponds to the designated planes and R (the incidence rela- 
tion) is a subset of Vx F such that (u,f) E R only if the point for IJ is on the plane 
for f in the scene. 
If we take a picture of this scene by projecting it orthogonally onto the xy plane, 
we obtain a set of points in the plane, one for each vertex, and, by convention, we 
also show a line joining two points if they both lie on the common line of two faces 
(i.e. each point is incident to both faces in R). (See Fig. 1.) 
When only the picture, and the required incidence structure are given, then the 
problem becomes the reconstruction of scenes in space which would project to this 
picture. For convenience (and following convention) we assume that no face plane 
is vertical, and that all vertices are incident to at least one face. 
With these assumptions each face plane fk in space can be written (uniquely) as 
‘,. 
Fig. 1. 
akx+bk_v+;-vc, = 0 
and each vertex u, (with preassigned coordinates x,, ,v( from the picture) can be 
written U, =(x,,_v,,:,). Thus we have a vector of ~ I/ + 3 IFI unknouns (where 1 L” 
means the cardinality of the set) 
X’= (;,,...,=,,,,a,,b,,c,,al,...,a,,,b,,,c,,). 
Each element (IJ,,~~.).)ER gives one linear equation in these unknowns 
ak.v, + b,y, + :, + ck = 0 
or 
(I,x,,.Y,, l).(:,,ak,bk,ck) = 0. (1) 
The entire incidence structure, and the given picture (values of x,, y,) generate a sys- 
tem of 1R j linear equations in the 1 VI + 3 ‘F‘: unknowns AX = 0. (The matrix A has 
one row for each element of R: e.g. (u,,f,) E R gives the row [ 10 ... Ox, y, 10 1.0 01). 
Each solution X of this system of equations records a polyhedral scene which lifts 
the picture into 3-space. Of course every picture with at least one face has a 3-dimen- 
sional set of trivial scenes: we assign all faces the same triple (a, 6, c) (for any triple) 
and then read off the appropriate values for the z,. 
2.2. General results for pictures and scenes 
We now summarize this discussion at a more formal level. 
Definition 2.1. An incidence structure S= (V, F,R> is a set of abstract points 
V=(u,,..., u,,), a set of abstract faces F= <f,, . . . , f,) and ordered pairs R 5 VX F. 
A picture of the incidence structure S(p) is an assignment of points in the plane 
to the abstract vertices: 
P’(P,, . . . . P,,). 
A scene for the incidence structure S(q,r) is an embedding in 3-space where 
4 = (41, . . ..q.n) 
is an assignment of points in 3-space to the abstract points, and 
r= (r ,,..., r,) 
is an assignment of triples rj = (aj, b,, cj) to the abstract faces with the compatibility 
condition that if (Ui,f,) E R, then 
a,xj+bjy,+z,+cj = 0. 
Definition 2.2. A scene S(q, r) realizes a picture S(p) iff for each point q; = (-U,T y;, ;,) 
we find pi=(x,,yj). In this case S(p) represents the scene S(q,r) and p=~. 
Definition 2.3. A scene is flat (or trivial) if all faces lie in the same plane (i.e. have 
the same triple). A scene is folded (or nontrivial) if some pair of faces _I; and fi 
have different planes ((a,, b,, c,) # (ali, bk, c,)). A scene is sharp if each face lies in 
a different plane. 
A picture is flat if every scene realizing the picture is flat. A picture is foldable 
(or non-trivial) if some scene realizing the picture is folded, and the picture is sharp 
if there is a sharp scene realizing the picture. 
All the pictures in Fig. 1B are sharp - by virtue of the scenes in Fig. IA. 
We want to ignore the trivial realizations - a subspace of dimension 3 which can 
be removed by making r, = (O,O, 0). Accordingly vve make the following definition. 
Definition 2.4. The degree offreedom of a picture, 6(S( p)), is the dimension of the 
vector space of scenes realizing the picture, minus 3. 
The generic degree of freedom of an incidence structure is 
6(S) = min {&S(p)) / S(p) is a picture of S}. 
A picture S(p) is in generalposition if 6(S( p)) =6(S), and this equality also holds 
for all subincidence structures of S. 
A picture is generic if each vertex is assigned a different pair of algebraic transcen- 
dentals. 
The first incidence structure illustrated in Fig. 1 is generically sharp (6 = l), while 
the other two incidence structures are generically flat (6=0). Accordingly the first 
picture is in general position, while the other two are in special position. We note 
that a generic picture is automatically in general position. 
It is clear from these definitions that a flat picture has 6= 0 while a foldable 
picture has Sr 1. It is also clear, by simple linear algebra, that: 
G(S(p))r6(S)rjV1+3iFi - lRi-3 
(we write the right hand number as p(S)). 
In fact, there is a conjecture that this condition characterizes the incidence struc- 
tures which give sharp pictures in general position (Fig. 2A and B). 
Conjecture (Sugihara [ll Section 4.11). An incidence structure makes all general 
position pictures sharp iff p(S)>0 and p(S’)-0 for all subincidence structures S 
with at least two faces. 
Sugihara has obtained important partial results on this conjecture, including (i) 
any incidence structure which contains no rotor (no set of three faces at a vertex 
which share a common line in all realizations) [ 11 Theorem 51, and (ii) any incidence 
structure contained in a 3-connected spherical polyhedron [l 1 Corollary 6.31. 
Of course, by taking special position pictures we can increase the degree of free- 
dom. For example, the picture in Fig. 2C is flat (and in general position) but in 
CI’. IC’hire1e.r 
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Fig. 2D we have a sharp picture of the same incidence structure. (All incidence rela- 
tions in these examples are shown by the points and lines of the diagram.) 
2.3. Special results for the correspondence 
It is always possible to add a bunch of vertices to an incidence structure which 
each lie on only one face. These trivial vertices add nothing to the degree of freedom 
of any pictures, and might as well be removed. It is also reasonable to ‘identify’ two 
vertices in a picture if they lie on the same point and on a common face. 
Definition 2.5. Two pictures are face-equivalent iff one can move from one to the 
other by a sequence of steps (i) adding or deleting trivial vertices (ii) identifying or 
splitting vertices at the same spot and on the same face (iii) reordering the vertices. 
Two incidence structures are face-equivalent iff one can move from one to the 
other by (i) adding and deleting trivial vertices, (ii) reordering vertices. 
It is clear that face-equivalence is an equivalence relation. We will write S(p) for 
the equivalence class of S(p), and S for the equivalence class of S. 
Proposition 2.1. If two pictures are face-equivalent, then they have the isomorphic 
spaces of scenes, with identical spaces of planes for the faces. 
If two incidence structures are equivalent, then they have the same generic degree 
of freedom, and the same number of faces. 
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Proof. The steps which define the equivalence of two pictures do not change the 
number of faces. They correspond to simple matrix operations which do not change 
the dimension of the solution space of the homogeneous system, nor the value of 
the solutions on the faces of any scene. The required isomorphism simply juggles 
the variables for vertices in a way which does not effect the specific solutions. 
It two incidence structures are face-equivalent then they have face-equivalent 
generic pictures with no two vertices at the same point, so the result for incidence 
structures follows from the behaviour of these generic pictures. 0 
There is no ambiguity in speaking about a face-equivalence class of pictures as 
flat, foldable or sharp, or defining the degree of freedom of the class. In fact it is 
reasonable to speak of the space of scenes over this class, as defined by the planes 
for the common set of faces, since the vertices of any particular picture can be filled 
into this scene in a unique compatible way. 
These equivalence classes have natural representatives with a minimum number 
of vertices. 
Definition 2.6. A picture is clean if it has no trivial vertices, and no two vertices 
at the same point and on the same face. 
An incidence structure is clean if it has no trivial vertices. 
We note that, up to the order of the vertices, a clean picture or a clean incidence 
structure is unique in its equivalence class. 
3. Plate and bar framework 
We will now describe the second type of structure which appears in the correspon- 
dence. The plate and bar frameworks generalize ordinary bar and joint frameworks 
by replacing the joints by rigid plates, and allowing bars to join two plates along 
any line in the plane. They have appeared in two other contexts because of the 
simplicity which they introduce into general theorems about frameworks [l-t,16]. 
3. I. Preliminaries on fratneworks 
Because the structure is unusual, and the appropriate projective notation is not 
widely known, we will build up to the final matrix in stages. 
At the Euclidean level a plate and bar framework consists of rigid bodies 
P= (P,, . ..( P,,) in the plane, joined together by bars d, which are given as a pair of 
points 
d,‘+, &=a;, lsj#ksn. 
This bar fixes the distance between the point Q: on Pi and 0;: on Pk. 
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We will study the infinitesimal or instantaneous motions (velocities) of the system 
of plates and bars. Each plate Pj will have a rigid motion - a restriction of some 
rotation or translation of the plane which assigns the appropriate velocity M,(af) 
to each point of the plate. The bar d, must maintain a constant length 
e (d;’ - df). (M-, (d;‘) - M&-f,‘))) = 0. (1) 
Thus each bar gives one linear constraint on the possible motions. 
To get a concise system of variables, and linear equations, we need to use an 
appropriate notation for the motions of the bodies and the constraint of the bars. 
The appropriate algebra, developed in the last century, but little used today, is 
Grassmann’s exterior calculus for points and lines in the projective plane. For 
motions of structures in space, this algebra was presented in [3] and the general pat- 
tern appears in [ 191. 
Any rotation of the plane (or a piece of the plane) can be recorded by giving the 
point axis (r,s) and the angular velocity (Y. We chose to write these three numbers 
as the weighted projective coordinates for the point 
a(r,s, 1) = (or, as, ar) = (U, U, w) 
called the center of the motion. 
If a point (xy) is rotated by this motion, it receives a velocity: 
a(.Y-~,y-s)L =(-wy+u,wX-u). 
If the motion of the plate is a translation with velocity (t, tz) for each point, then 
we give the center (u, u, w) = (-t2, tl, 0). This projective point at infinity gives the 
required velocity using the same formula 
(-wy+u, rvX-U) = (t,,tz). 
(This way of writing reflects the saying that a translation is simply a rotation about 
an axis at infinity.) 
A short calculation uill motivate our projective way of writing the linear equation 
for a bar. Assume two bodies, PI and P,, with centers of motion M, =(u,,ol, w,) 
and Mz = (u?, u?, w2) are joined by a bar from al =(x1, yr) on P, to al = (x2, y?) on 
Pz (Fig. 3). (In the figure the angular velocity of the center is represented by the 
angle of the curved arc.) 
The equation for the bar becomes 
(_u,-,Y~,y,-y2).(lJ,- w,y,-(u*-w~y~),cv,.u,-u,-(~v~~u,-L1,))=0 
0 (u, -U2).(X,-X2)-(U, -U,)(Y, -yz)+ ~q(y~xz-x,y~)- ~~z(.u,Y?--Y,~yz)=o 
o(u, -ll~,U] -02, WI- w2).(y?-y,,*\T, -x~,x~y, -s,y~)=o. (2) 
Equation (2) gives a linear equation in the centers, where the difference M, -MI= 
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Fig. 3 
(u, -u?, u, - u?, w, - w,) is traditionally called the relative center of motion of the 
two bodies. The coefficients of the equation are three numbers built from the two 
points (x,,Y,) and (xr,Yl). In fact these three numbers are the coefficients of the 
line through the two points - an equation which can be written: 
XI YI 1 
XZ yz 1 =o. 
XY 1 
These are also the standard Plucker coordinates of the line [3,6,19]. For our pur- 
poses it is enough to know that the bar is recorded by three numbers d, =(a,,bi,ci) 
and the linear equation for the bar d, joining Pj and Pk is: 
(ai,bi,ci).(ui-uUk,uj-vUkrw,-wk)=O. 
In geometric terms this equation says that the re1ativ.e center MI -IVZ~ is on the line 
of the bar (Fig. 3). 
3.2. General results for plate and bar frameworks 
We can now present the formal definitions. 
Definition 3.1. An abstract framework G is a finite collection of vertices V and a 
finite set of directed edges E with an incidence relation which associates two distinct 
vertices ef and ef to each edge ej E E (i.e. a directed multigraph without loops). 
A plare and barframework G(d) is a realization of an abstract framework which 
assigns a non-zero triple of numbers (a plane 2-extensor) dj = (a;, b;, ci) to each edge 
e, E E and assigns abstract plates Pj to the vertices. 
An infinitesimal motion of a plate and bar framework G(d) is an assignment of 
centers (weighted projective points) - triples of numbers A4j - to the bodies Pj, 
such that for each d; with ef =i, ef= k the centers satisfy the equation 
(a;,b,,c,).(Mj-Mk) = 0. 
Remark. Any non-zero triple is allowed for a bar. In particular a bar with coordi- 
nates (O,O, c) will represent a section of the line at infinity. This may sound like some 
overly theoretic projective geometry, but is possible - in fact common - to physi- 
cally construct such constraints at infinity by the use of slide joints [19, Section 91. 
The system of linear equations for a framework and its motions can be written 
as a matrix equation 
D-U=0 
where 
u’ = (U,,UI, WI, ***,U,,V2, bV2) 
and a bar d, = (a,, b;, c;) joining P, and P2 gives the row 
[a; b; Ci -Uj -bi -Ci 0 0 “’ 01. 
The matrix D is called the rigidity matrk for the framework. 
Definition 3.2. A trivial (or Euclidean) motion of the plate and bar framework 
G(d) is an instantaneous motion which assigns a single center (u, u, w) to all plates. 
A shake (or non-trivial motion) is an instantaneous motion with at least two 
different centers: Mj #Mk for some 1 <j<kln. 
A complete shake is an instantaneous motion such that each plate is assigned a 
different center: Mj#:M, for every pair 15 j<kln. 
A plate and bar framework is infinitesimally rigid if every instantaneous motion 
is trivial. 
A plate and bar framework is shaky if it has some shake. It is complete/y shaky 
if it has some complete shake. 
In Fig. 4 we give examples of a completely shaky framework (A), a shaky frame- 
work (B), and an infinitesimally rigid framework (C). The framework in Fig. 4D 
realizes the same abstract plate and bar framework as Fig. 4C, but is in the special 
position which gives a complete shake. (In all figures M, =O.) 
Definition 3.3. The internal degree of jreedom of a framework 6(G(d)) is the 
dimension of the vector space of instantaneous motions minus 3. 
The generic degree of freedom of an abstract plate and bar framework is 
6(G) = min{d(G(d)) 1 G(d) is a plate and bar framework realizing G}. 
A plate and bar framework G(d) is in general position if 6(G(d)) =6(G) and this 
equality holds for all subgraphs of G. 
We note that the frameworks in Figs. 4A, B and D have 6= 1, while that in 
Fig. 4C has 6 = 0. Accordingly framework D is in special position, while the others 
are in general position. 
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Fig. 4. 
It is clear from these definitions that, in general, an infinitesimally rigid frame- 
work has 6 = 0, while shaky frameworks have 6 > 0. It is also clear, by simple linear 
algebra that 
There is a theorem which characterizes the minimal abstract frameworks which 
have infinitesimally rigid realizations. It can be treated as a corollary to Laman’s 
theorem for bar and point frameworks [ 1,s) or computed directly [14,16]. 
Theorem 3.1. If an abstract framework G(v:E) has p(G)=0 and p(G’)?O for 
every non-empty subframework, then the abstract framework has generic degree of 
freedom 0. 
For purposes of the correspondence, this result can be transformed to characterize 
abstract frameworks which are generically completely shaky. 
Corollary 3.2. An abstract framework G is generically completely shaky ify(G) = 
3 / V 1 - lE [ - 3 > 0 and ,u(G’) > 0 for every subframework with at least two vertices. 
Of course by taking special positions for the bars we can increase the degree of 
freedom. For example the framework in Fig. ?A is infinitesimally rigid and in 
general position, while that in Fig. 4B is completely shaky. 
3.3. Special results for the correspondence 
In presenting our correspondence \ve \vill take special position frameworks in 
which certain subsets of bars are collinear (all triples for these bars are non-zero 
scalar multiples of a single triple). One basic observation in this setting is that any 
polygon of edges which is assigned collinear bars will give a redundant set of equa- 
tions. It will be convenient to give some additional definitions and results relating 
to collinear sets of bars. 
Definition 3.4. Two plate and bar frameworks G(p) and G’(p’) are line equivalent 
if we can move from one to the other by a sequence of steps of the form (i) 
exchange: d, between Pi and P, and d2 between Pj and Pk are replaced by d,’ 
between Pi and Pj and d; between pi and pL where d,, d?d,’ and d; all lie on the same 
line; (ii) cleaning: delete one bar from a collinear polygon of bars in one of the 
frameworks (iii) reordering the bars. 
It is a simple matter to check from the definition, that we have defined an equiva- -- 
lence relation and we will write G(d) for the equivalence class of G(d). The 
ideal representations of each class will be frameworks with no collinear polygons of 
bars, and each class clearly contains such frameworks. 
Definition 3.5. A plate and bar frameivork is clean iff it contains no collinear poly- 
gons of bars. 
We note that a general position framework is always clean. 
Proposition 3.3. ~‘f two plate and bar frameworks are line equivalent, then they 
have the same set of plates and the same space of instantaneous motions. 
Proof. The steps of exchange in a line equivalence correspond directly to steps of 
row reduction between the corresponding matrices D and D’. Thus the matrices are 
row equivalent, with the same solution space. 
A step of cleaning corresponds to a row reduction on the rows of the collinear 
polygon, followed by deletion of the zero row created. Reordering the bars is also 
a step of row reduction, so in each case the matrices have the same solution 
space. =! 
There will be no ambiguity in transferring our definitions of shakes, complete 
shakes and internal degree of freedom to an equivalence class of frameworks. 
Finally, for our correspondence we will require an intermediate stru,cture which 
is abstract, but has certain sets of edges preassigned to be collinear in any frame- 
work. 
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Definition 3.6. An abstract identified framework H is an abstract framework 
together with a partition of the edges E into classes Lvhich are connected in the 
graph. 
The abstract identified framework is clean if each class in the partition is a forest 
(a set of edges which contains no polygons in the underlying undirected graph). 
An identifiedplate and barframework H(d) is a realization of the abstract identi- 
fied framework H by the assignment of non-zero triples cl, to the edges e, such that 
if eh and e, are equivalent in the partition then d,, and d, lie on the same line. 
Clearly an identified plate and bar framework is also a plate and bar frameuork, 
so all the definitions of motions etc. continue to apply. However we must modify 
the definitions of generic and general position. 
Definition 3.7. The generic degree of freedom of an abstract identified framework 
H 
6(H) = min{a(H(d)) 1 H(d) is an identified plate and bar framework 
realizing H > .
A plate and bar framework H(d) is in general position for H if 6(H(d)) =6(H), 
and the quality also holds for every subgraph (with the induced partition). 
A bar and plate framework is generic for H if each class of edges is assigned a 
separate triple of algebraically transcendental numbers. 
From these definitions we can see, for example, that an abstract identified frame- 
work is clean iff some (and therefore every) plate and bar framework which is in 
general position for H is clean. Of course, a generic framework for H is also in 
general position. 
We can also define an induction line equivalence among abstract identified frame- 
works. 
Definition 3.8. Two abstracts identified frameworks H and H’ are line-equivalent 
iff there are generic realizations H(d) and H’(d’) such that H(d) and H’(d’) are line 
equivalent as plate and bar frameworks. 
Corollary 3.4. If two abstract identified frameworks are line-equivalent, then they 
have the same generic degree of freedom. 
4. The basic correspondence 
We will now define a map from pictures to plate and bar frameworks and a return 
map from frameworks to pictures, each with the critical feature that scenes over a 
picture are isomorphic to the motions of the corresponding framework. As sug- 
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gested by our preoccupation with face-equivalent pictures and line-equivalent 
frameworks, the maps we define will not really distinguish among equivalent ele- 
ments, but define an isomorphism between the equivalence classes of pictures and 
the equivalence classes of frameworks. 
4.1. The reduction from pictures to frameworks 
Consider a picture S(p) with its matrix A arranged with all rows involving the 
first vertex at the top, then rows involving the second vertex etc. (e.g. lexicographi- 
tally by (i,j) for (vi, J;)ER). We now do a row reduction which places the first m 
columns for vertices into row echelon form. The top k rows, which involved vertex 
u,, will assume the form 
L 
1 o***o x, yi 10 0 0.0. 000000 
0 0 **. 0 -x, -y, -1 x, yi I *** 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 0 -** 0 -x* -y, -1 0 0 0 “‘X, y, 1 0 0 0 1 
Two faces incident at ul, (u,, f,) and (u,, fi), have produced a row whose last 3 JFi 
entries match the row for a bar (x,, yl, 1) joining P, to P, in the rigidity matrix for 
some corresponding plate and bar framework. The k faces incident to uI have 
created a fan of k- 1 bars along the same line (xi, y,, 1). 
The entire matrix will have the form 
The submatrix D is an jRl - (V( by 3 lF( matrix which describes a plate and bar 
framework we write as L(S(p)). This reduced plate framework of the picture has 
plates matching the faces of S(p) and bars defined by the row reduction. 
Proposition 4.1. Given a picture S(p) with its reduced plate framework L(S(p)) 
there is an isomorphism between the scenes S(q,r) over the picture and the instan- 
taneous motions M of the reduced plate framework defined by M = r. Two faces4 
and fk lie in different planes in the scene iff the plates Pi, Pk are in relative motion 
in the instantaneous motion. 
Proof. Because the matrix D for the framework is a submatrix of a row equivalent 
matrix to A, each solution X = [q, r]’ reduces to a solution U = [r]‘. Thus the map 
is well defined. 
If we are given two different scenes S(q, r) and S(q’, r’), then rf r’ and some face 
fi is assigned different planes (different coordinates) in the two scenes. (Given the 
planes for a scene there is at most one solution for the heights of the vertices, since 
we assumed each vertex in the picture lies on at least one face.) As a result the panel 
Pj corresponding to the face 4 must be assigned different centers in the motions 
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M=r and M’= r’, and we conclude that the map from scenes to* instantaneous 
motions is injective. 
Any motion M of US(p)) defines a solution D. U = 0. By simple linear algebra, 
based on the identity matrix block in the upper corner, this solution extends to a 
solution [q, m] to the system L(A)X = 0. This solution defines a scene S(q, m) which 
will map onto the motion M, so the map is surjective. 
It is clear from the definition that rj fr, for some pair of faces iff Mj # Mk for 
the corresponding pair of plates. Thus different planes for two faces correspond to 
a relative motion between the corresponding plates. 3 
Corollary 4.2. If a picture S(p) has the reduced plate framework L(S( p)) = G(d ), 
then: 
(i) The picture is flat iff the framework is infinitesimally rigid. 
(ii) The picture is foldable iff the framework is shaky. 
(iii) The picture is sharp iff the framework is completely shaky. 
(iv) The degree of freedom of the picture equals the degree of freedom of the 
framework. 
Proof. We need only observe that the correspondence between scenes and motions 
is also an isomorphism between the subspace of flat scenes and the subspace of 
trivial motions. The rest follows directly from Proposition 4.1. 3 
The pattern of row reduction used to define L(S(p)) contained a number of arbi- 
trary choices. However, any other similar pattern of reduction which put the first 
m rows of A into row echelon form would create another framework which is line 
equivalent to L(S(p)). In addition, if two scenes were face-equivalent, then their 
reduced plate frameworks will be line-equivalent. 
Proposition 4.3. If two pictures S(p) and S’(p’) are face-equivalent, then the cor- 
responding reduced plate frameworks L(S(p)) and L(S’(p’)) are line-equivalent. 
Proof. We can pass from the picture S(p) to S’(p’) by a sequence of steps of the 
form 
(i) deletion or insertion of trivial vertices, 
(ii) identification of two vertices u, and ui at the same point and on a common 
face f/ 
(iii) reordering of vertices. 
It is clear that steps (i) and (iii) have no effect on the reduced matrix D and thus 
on the reduced framework. Step (ii) causes the replacement of two collinear fans of 
bars for u and Ui (both connected to plate Pj) with a single collinear fan connecting 
the entire set of plates involved. Since this corresponds to a series of steps of replace- 
ment among line-equivalent frameworks, vve are finished. cl 
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4.2. The return map from frameworks to pictures 
We will now define the return map T from plate frameworks to pictures. The 
faces of the picture T(G(p)) are the plates of the framework G(p). We partition the 
bars of the framework into maximal set of connected collinear bars, where two bars 
are collinear iff (a,, b,, ci) = A(aj, bj, c,) for some 1 +O, and the set is connected if it 
is connected in the graph G. Each set of this partition defines a vertex u; with posi- 
tion (x;, _Yiy 1) = (a;/ci, bi/ci, 1). (For convenience we assume that no Ci =O - which 
means that no bar passes through the origin. If we allowed such bars, we would need 
to allow pictures with vertices at infinity in the projective plane. This is not a prob- 
lem but it is unconventional, so we simply apply some small plane translation which 
moves all lines of the framework away from the origin.) We need some arbitrary 
ordering of the vertices - which can be the order of the first bars which appear in 
their set (as defined by the order of bars in framework). This defines T(C(d)), the 
extended picture of the plate and bar framework. 
Proposition 4.4. Given a plate framework G(d) with its extended picture T(G(d)), 
there is an isomorphism between instantaneous motions M of the framework and 
scenes S(q, r) over the picture, with M = r. Two planes Pj and Pk are in relative 
motion in the instantaneous motion iff the corresponding faces fj and fA- iie in 
different planes ;n the scene. 
Proof. Introducing the vertices from T has the effect of extending the matrix D for 
the framework by m columns and m rows 
A(T(G(d))) - T(0) = t ; 
[ I 
Thus each motion M extends uniquely to a scene T(M) = S(q, M), and the map is 
well defined. 
Assume that we have two different motions M#M’. Then we have two scenes 
S(q,M) and S(q’,M’), which are different since M#M’. The map is injective. 
Consider any scene S(q,r). Since r’ must, by simple row reduction, also be a 
solution to DU = 0, we find r = A4 for some motion, and T(M) = S(q, r). The map 
is also surjective. 
It is clear from the definition of the map that two plates are in relative motion 
in M (have different triples) iff the corresponding faces lie in different planes in 
T(M). cl 
Corollary 4.5. If a bar andplateframework G(d) has the extendedpicture T(G(d)) = 
S(p). then: 
(i) The framework is infinitesimally rigid iff the picture is fiat. 
(ii) The framework is shaky iff the picture is foldable. 
(iii) The framework is completely shak_v iff the picture is sharp. 
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(iv) The internal degree of freedom of the framework equals the degree of free- 
dom of the picture. 
Proof. As before T defines an isomorphism from the trivial motions to the flat 
scenes. The rest follows from Proposition 4.4. 3 
Proposition 4.6. If two plate and bar frameworks G(d) and G’(d’) are line-equiva- 
lent, then the corresponding e.vtended pictures T(G(d)) and T(G’(d’)) are face- 
equivalent. 
Proof. We can pass from G(d) to G’(d’) by a sequence of steps of the form 
(1) eschange of two bars in a connected collinear set; 
(2) cleaning out a bar of a collinear polygon; 
(3) reordering the bars. 
The first two steps do not change the extended picture, while step 3 results, at 
most, in a reordering of the vertices of the extended pictures. Thus T(G(d)) is face- 
equivalent to T(G’(d’)). 3 
4.3. The general correspondence 
By Propositions 4.3 and 4.6 we have induced maps L and Ton the face equiva- 
lence classes of picture S(p) and the line-equivalence classes of frameworks G(p). 
Theorem 4.1. The reduction map L and the e,vtension map T are inverse maps 
which define an isomorphism between the set of face-equivalence classes of pictures 
and the set of line-equivalence classes of plate and bar frameworks. Corresponding 
classes of pictures and classes of frameworks have isomorphic spaces of scenes and 
instantaneous motions. 
Proof. Given any picture S(p) we take a face-equivalent clean picture S’(p’). 
L(S’(p’)) is a clean reduced plate framework. Since each vertex of S’(p) cor- 
responds to a maximal collinear connected set of bars in L(S’(p’)), and the order 
of the vertices corresponds to the order of the bars, we have T((S’(p’)))=S’(p’). 
By Propositions 4.3 and 4.6, this gives 
-- 
T(L(S(p))) = S(P). 
Conversely, given any plate and bar framework G(d), there is a line equiva- 
lent framework G’(d’) in which each maximal connected set of collinear bars is 
replaced by a fan to the first plate connected to this set of bars. T(G’(d’)) is now 
a clean picture with one vertex for each such fan, and the ordering guarantees that 
L(T(G’(d’))) = G’(d’). By Propositions 4.3 and 4.6 we conclude that L(T(G(d))) = 
G(d). 
The isomorphism between scenes and instantaneous motions follow from Proposi- 
tions -!,I and 4.4. 3 
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Fig. 5. 
Corollary 4.8. T(L(S(p))) = S(p) iff S(p) is a clean picture. 
L(T(G(d)))=G(d) iff G(d) is a clean plate and bar framework in which each 
collinear connected set of bars forms a fan to the first plate in the component. 
Some examples of corresponding pictures and frameworks are given in Fig. 5. (In 
each picture, the coordinate system has the origin at 0.) The first and third pictures 
are sharp while the middle picture is flat - so the first and third frameworks are 
completely shaky while the middle framework is infinitesimally rigid. We note that 
the second and third pictures represent general and special positions for the same 
abstract structure. 
4.4. The correspondence for abstract structures 
We can define induced maps L and T for incidence structures and abstract identi- 
fied frameworks by using their generic pictures and generic plate and bar frame- 
works. Thus for any incidence structure S, we take a generic picture S(p), and the 
reduced framework L(S(p)). Technically this is not a generic framework (bars are 
written (x,,_yi. 1) with transcendentals) but multiplying the bars for each vertex ui 
by an extra transcendental ,I; will give a unique generic framework for the abstract 
identified framework L(S). Conversely, given any abstract identified framework F, 
with generic plate and bar framework F(d), the extended picture T(F(d)) is a 
generic picture for a unique incidence structure T(F). 
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Theorem 4.9. The reduction map L and the e.vtension mup T define inverse isomor- 
phisms between the set of face-equivalence classes of incidence structures and the 
set of line-equivalence classes of abstract identified frameworks with the properties 
that 
(i) s is generically fiat iff L(s) is generically rigid. 
(ii) S is generically foldable iff L(s) is generically shaky. 
(iii) S is generically sharp iff L(s) is generical1.v complete& shaky. 
(iv) The generic degree offreedom of S = the generic degree of freedom of L(S). 
Remark 1. We have defined a correspondence for pictures and for incidence struc- 
tures. It is not true that the reduced framework L(S(p)) for each picture of an inci- 
dence structure S must be a framework realizing the reduced abstract identified 
framework L(S). It is also not true that the extended picture T(F(d)) for a frame- 
work realizing the abstract identified framework F must be a picture realizing the 
incidence structure T(F). However it is true that the picture T(F(d)) is face- 
equivalent to a picture realizing T(F), and that the framework L(S(p)) is line- 
equivalent to a framework realizing L(S). 
Remark 2. The combinatorial characterizations of generically sharp structures, and 
generically completely shaky frameworks also correspond. Since ~ F, = 1 B / and 
IEI=(RI-~VI, we find 
Thus p(S) > 0 iff p(L(S) >O. However the conjecture and partial results of Sugihara 
are stronger than the result of Theorem 3.1, since the work on framevvorks assumes 
that any tvvo bars can, generically, be in different directions. 
5. An alternative kinematic interpretation 
The reader may find that the correspondence of Section 4 appears to be acciden- 
tal, algebraic and obscure. Actually we originally discovered the correspondence 
through two direct geometric constructions involving an intermediate, but equiva- 
lent, interpretation of the matrix D. 
5. I. An alternative structure 
We will briefly present these intermediate structures the joined plate structures. 
Definition 5.1. A joined plate structure is a set P of plates (P,, . . . , P,> together 
with a set of joints (points in the projective plane) d, *.. d,,,, each associated to two 
plates e’(d,) and e2(di). 
The significant instantaneous motions are velocities normal to this plane as 
embedded in 3-space - usually called vertical velocities. Each plate must move as 
a rigid whole - so it will rotate about a line axis in the plane with some angular 
velocity. These tvvo pieces of information (the line and the angular velocity) can be 
recorded by suitable weighted coordinates (u, u, w) for the line: the line has equation 
US+ U,Y+ w=O and the angular velocity is ~1”. Given any finite point in the 
plate (x, y, 1) it will receive a vertical velocity from this rotation equal to (ux+ vy + w). 
(The reader can easily verify that this formula has the required properties of giving 
zero velocity to any point on the line, and giving every point a velocity proportional 
to the distance from the line.) If a plate undergoes a vertical translation we use the 
infinite line (O,O, t). 
When a joint d = (x, y, 1) is on two plates P, = e’(d) and P2 = e’(d), we know that 
the two rotations of the plates must give the same vertical velocity, so 
UtX+U,.V+ w, = u,x+uzy+ u’2 = (u, - Uz, ut - 02, U’, - WI). (x y, 1) = 0. 
5.2. The isomorphism with plate and bar frameworks 
It is clear that these equations are identical to the equations for a plate and bar 
framework. Thus we have an isomorphism between plate and bar frameworks and 
joined plate frameworks which carries plane instantaneous motions of the plate and 
bar framework into vertical instantaneous motions of the joined plate frameworks. 
All the definitions of trivial motions, shakes, complete shakes, etc. carry over, so 
we will not duplicate them here. 
This isomorphism has a deeper geometric basis. We are looking for a map which 
turns joints connecting plates to bars connecting plates (points to lines) and a line 
axis for a plate into a center of motion for a plate (weighted line segments into 
weighted points), while preserving natural linear equations. This is the simple 
description of a duality map or polarity in the projective plane. For example each 
pair of structures in Fig. 5 is related by a polarity about a circle, centered in the 
middle of the structure (then translated for convenient viewing). 
It has long been known that ordinary projective transformations do not change 
the static and instantaneous kinematic properties of structures. What we have ob- 
served here is part of a general theory of projective polarities applied to plane and 
spatial structures which will be reported elsewhere [20,21]. 
5.3. The alternative correspondence with pictures 
Returning to the joined plate structure undergoing a vertical motion, we could 
easily change the form of the matrix by adding a new unknown qi for each joint 
bi and writing equations of the form qi - (UXi + oy, + w) = 0. The matrix for this 
system would be the familiar matrix A from Section 2 - describing the scenes over 
a picture. The faces of the picture are the plates, the vertices are the joints, the qi 
are the heights of the vertices in the scene and the line coordinates (II, r~, I$‘) are the 
missing coordinates of the face plane (as well as the line of intersection of the face 
plane with the base plane ;=O). As we have observed elsewhere, all polyhedral 
scenes over such pictures correspond to motions of the joined structures, where the 
heights of points in the scene define (or are defined by) the velocities of the joints 
[181. 
This gives a very natural geometric basis for the correspondence in Section 4. The 
two systems of matrices simply represent two points of view on a plane arrangement 
of plane pieces and points of contact with its scenes/vertical instantaneous motions. 
5.4. A generalization 
Both the plane duality, and the parallel interpretation of spatial images and verti- 
cal motions can be applied to plane patterns which consist of lines in the plane (to 
be straight lines in space) and points of contact. We simply report one striking 
generalization of Proposition 4.4: 
A bar and joint framework in the plane has a shake iff its dual line picture in the 
plane has a non-trivial line scene in space. 
All the other results of Section 4 have similar generalizations to the contest of the 
more common bar and joint frameworks, and the less common line pictures in the 
plane [21]. 
6. Occlusion and tensegritg 
In both scene analysis and the study of frameworks, there are natural estensions 
which lead to similar linear inequalities. It is no real surprise that our correspon- 
dence can be broadened to these extensions. 
6. I. Visual occlusion 
In a general picture it is possible to see that a vertex lies above another face (an 
occlusion). If the vertex ui is above the face A, this can be represented by 
ajxj + biyi + zi + c; L 0. 
If the vertex is below the face, the inequality is reversed. 
After multiplying appropriate rows by -1, such a picture which includes such 
occlusions will have the form 
AxrO 
with some inequalities and some equations. However, as before, we assume that 
each vertex lies on at least one face - and is then on a linear equation. 
A scene representing this picture is a solution of system of equations and inequali- 
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ties. The scene is srricr if for each inequality I 0 it actually satisfies the strict 
inequality > 0. 
If we apply our reduction process from Section 4 to such a matrix A, (always 
using an equality for the top row of each vertex), then we create a reduced system 
[k Z][C;];K. 
The matrix D will contain, in addition to the familiar equations for bars, some 
equalities of the form 
(aj-Uk,bj-b,,Cj-C,)‘(X,,y;, 1) L 0. 
6.2. Tensegrity plate frameworks 
In general frameworks it is common to replace some (or all) bars by two types 
of members - cables, which permit the distance between the ends to decrease but 
not increase, and struts which permit the distance to increase but not decrease. If 
(d,e,f) are the coordinates of a line from a on Pj to b on Pk, we record a cable 
from a to b by 
(Uj-U&y Vj-U&y Wj- w&)*(d,e,f) IO. 
A strut is represented by a reverse inequality. Of course for plate and bar frame- 
works a cable joining a on Pj to b on P& iS eqUiV&nt to a Strut joining b on Pj to 
a on P&, corresponding to multiplying the inequality by -1. (The distinction 
between struts and cables becomes more important in such contexts as bar and joint 
frameworks [lo] .) 
6.3. The correspondence 
We see that plate tensegrity framework will correspond to pictures with occlusion. 
A scene realizing the picture will, as before, correspond to an instantaneous motion 
of the framework. A strict scene over the picture will correspond to a special strict 
shake of the framework in which every cable or strut is actually changing length. 
Without describing all the details, it remains clear that we have the basis for a 
general correspondence between plate tensegrity frameworks and pictures with 
occlusion. However, the difference in emphasis between strict scenes and ordinary 
shakes; as well as the possibility of applying the methods of statics which are so 
fruitful in tensegrity frameworks to the study of pictures with occlusion suggests this 
is an appropriate area for.future research. 
7. Analogues in higher dimensions 
Both plate and bar frameworks, and pictures of scenes have analogues in higher 
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dimensions. Our correspondence also has analogues - but with a surprising twist. 
7.1. Body and bar frameworks in n-space 
In an n-dimensional space, the rigid motions form a space of dimension n(n + I)/2 
which can be recorded by the vector space of screws in an exterior algebra - co- 
ordinatized as a vector space of n(n + 1)/2-tuples of numbers [18,19]. A bar joining 
points a and b can also be recorded by such n(n + 1)/2-tuples, representing a 2-exten- 
sor in the Grassmann algebra. These coordinates are the 2 x 2 minors of the matrix 
a,...a, 1 
b,...b,, 1 , 
(For n > 2 a general n(n + 1)/2-tuple represents such an extensor of two points iff 
it satisfies a special quadratic equation [6, p. 3091.) 
Definition 7.1. An abstract bar and body framework is the same as an abstract plate 
and bar framework G. 
A bar and body framework in n-space, G(p), is a realization of the abstract bar 
and body framework G by the assignment of 2-extensors (special non-zero 
n(n + 1)/2-tuples) to the edges of G. 
An instantaneous motion of the bar and body framework in n-space, G(p), is the 
assignment of a screw center S; (an arbitrary n(n + 1)/2-tuple) to each body B, with 
the property that if bi is a bar joining B/ and Bk, then 
(Sj-Sk).(b;) = 0. 
(This equation is read as a dot product if the screws and bars are presented on 
n(n + 1)/2-vectors or, equivalently, as a Grassmann inner product if the screw and 
bars are written in the exterior algebra.) 
As in Section 3, an instantaneous motion is trivial if all bodies are assigned the 
same center. Otherwise it is a shake. Similarly a bar and body framework in n-space 
is infinitesimally rigid iff it has no shakes. 
These structures satisfy theorems analogous to those for plate and bar frame- 
works. For example 
Theorem (Tay [ 14,161). An abstract bar and body framework has almost all reali;a- 
tions in n-space which are minimal infinitesimally rigid bar and body frameworks 
iff it has 
(i) lE\ =n(n+1)/2(1V/ -1) and 
(ii) lE”I In(n+ 1)/2(1 V’I - 1) for any subgraph. 
All of our special definitions of line-equivalent frameworks and abstract identi- 
fied plate and bar frameworks will translate without difficulty to this context. 
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In addition, if we choose, we can allow general non-zero n(n + 1)/2-tuples for the 
bars - describing general screw attachments between bodies to create generalized 
bar and body framevvorks. 
7.2. Scene analysis in K-space 
We offer a simple generalization of scene analysis to higher dimensions, though 
we have not seen this discussed elsewhere. 
The definition of an incidence structure is unchanged. 
Definition 7.2. A picture in K-space S(p) is an assignment of a point in K space 
pi = (Xl, . . . 1 XL.) to each vertex u, of the incidence structure. 
A scene in (K+ I)-space S(q,r) is an assignment of a point in (K+ I)-space qi = 
(x;, . . . ,.Y’ K,~~h,,) to each vertex,u; and a non-vertical hyperplane in (K+ I)-space, 
represented by rj = (a{, . . . , ai,ai.+,), to each face such that if (u,f)~R, then 
a,x,+...+ah.x~+xA’+,+a,+, = 0 
(the point has on the hyperplane). 
The scene S(q,r) realizes the picture S(p) (and the picture represenrs the scene) 
iff 4 becomes p by projecting each point along its last coordinate. 
As before we define a scene as flat if all faces are assigned the same hyperplane. 
Otherwise it is folded. The scene is sharp if each face is assigned a different hyper- 
plane. 
There is no known characterization of incidence structures which give sharp 
pictures in K-space for scenes in (K+ I)-space. However, the obvious conjecture is 
available (and it can be proven for simple structures in which each lies on at most 
2-faces). 
Conjecture. An incidence structure gives generically sharp pictures in K-space if 
p(S)=/Vj+(K+l)jFJ-/RI-(K+l)>O and,u(S’)>O for all sub-incidence struc- 
tures with more than the faces. 
In particular, the case K= 1 (line pictures of plane scenes) is an interesting prob- 
lem, since the case K=2 remains unsolved. 
All the special definitions for face-equivalent pictures will translate without diffi- 
culty to this context. 
Remark. It is possible to consider pictures in K-space of scenes in a much higher 
space (e.g. plane pictures of 4-dimensional scenes). However these scenes lead to 
non-linear equations: for a given plane point (x, y) and 4-space point (.I+, y, Z, w) the 
constraint (u, f) E R is written 
ax+by+c;+ w+d = 0 
and the term c: is quadratic in the unknowns! 
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7.3. The correspondence in higher dimensions 
A picture in K space has a matrix A which expresses the scene equations AX= 0. 
Following the same reduction procedure used in Section 4.1, we can create the 
reduced matrix 
L(A) = In, c [ 1 0 D’ 
The matrix D has the form to realize an abstract body and bar framework. However 
this matrix has K+ 1 columns for each body, and we have not defined bar and body 
frameworks for a general number of entries. This will correspond to a generalized 
bar and body framework in n-space iff K+ 1 =n(n + 1)/2 for some integer n. Thus 
the reduction map is undefined for K= 3, K=4, K=6, etc. 
However when K= 5, we find that the reduced pattern corresponds to a genera- 
lized bar and body framework in 3-space, since the (K+ I)-tuples may not satisfy 
the quadratic equation to represent line segments. 
Whenever K= n(n + I)/2 we will have the complete pattern of the correspondence 
described in Section 4. We will not translate all the theorems. 
Even for values of K when the correspondence exists we do not know of an 
interesting alternative geometric interpretation parallel to that in Section j. 
However, for all values of K the pattern of the reduced matrix defines a ‘frame- 
work-like’ structure which we call an n-frame. The form of these n-frames allows 
us to apply a number of techniques from the theory of frameworks-including a 
characterization of completely shaky n-frames. 
Theorem (White and Whiteley [ 161). An n-frame is generically completely shaky iff 
nIBI-iE:-n>OandnIB’/-IE’I-n>Oforeverysubframe with IB’j>l. 
This gives the special case of the conjecture for K-pictures referred to above. 
7.4. Summary on n-space 
At this time we don’t know of any direct interest in scene analysis for K> 2. How- 
ever there is sigmficant interest in bar and body frameworks for n = 3. The critical 
problems center on bar and joint frameworks in 3-spaces, which can be viewed as 
specialized bar and body frameworks in which certain sets of bars are required to 
be concurrent in a ‘joint’ of the framework. The presence of important unsolved 
problems for these structures was a motivation for the study of bar and body frame- 
works [ 14,221. 
It is possible that placing motions of bar and body frameworks in 3-space at the 
level of scenes of pictures in 5-space will suggest appropriate intermediate levels 
between the well understood plane frameworks and the difficult problems in 
3-space. For example, it is already known that an analogue of Maxwell’s theorem 
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holds in 3-space: the projections of the edge skeleton of oriented 4-polytypes into 
3-space produce dependent (stressed) bar and joint frameworks [4]. The converse 
does not hold. With our new connection between motions in 3-space and projections 
from 6-space to S-space, we open up a number of other levels of possible geometric 
explanation for events in spatial frameworks. 
Note added in proof 
The conjecture of Sugihara (Section 2.2) and the genera1 conjecture for all dimen- 
sions (Section 7.2) have recently been solved for all dimensions [23]. 
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